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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S MESSAGE
This year we lost a piece of our heart and soul. Raptor Trust co-founder,
Diane Soucy, passed away on January 16, 2020 from respiratory failure
secondary to cancer.
Of course, Len Soucy was the figurehead of The Raptor Trust for decades.
His commitment to the mission and his sheer physical endurance for the
job were the elements from which The Raptor Trust was born. His voice
and vision were like thunderbolts sent from above to ignite a passion for
birds, and for all wildlife, into everyone who came near him.
But everyone who knew them both well will attest that Diane was truly
the one who made the wheels turn. Her gentle nod of consent and
her behind-the-scenes leadership allowed it all to happen. There is no
question that The Raptor Trust would simply not exist had she not said,
“OK, Len.”
While Len traveled the country, often with a hawk on his arm, lecturing at
wildlife conferences, meeting with legislators about environmental policy,
or showing school kids who had never been out of the city a Barn Owl up
close and “blowing their minds,” as he often put it, Diane stayed behind,
caring for tens of thousands of songbirds and waterfowl.
In the early days, Diane developed diets for birds by trial and error, in her
own kitchen, long before there was any published literature on wildlife
rehabilitation. She typed thousands upon thousands of thank you letters
to donors on her old IBM Selectric typewriter (the thing still works, though
we use computers now). And she was the only one who ever had the
power to back Len down, to tell him “NO!” when he got fired up, or to say
“You know, you can’t do that,” when he was overzealous.
Working in the background, her quiet influence and vast knowledge of
all-things-songbird inspired countless young volunteers and staff to be
the best stewards of our only planet that they can be. While Len handled
the rock-star endangered species, the Peregrines and Bald Eagles, she
taught generations to care for the tiniest creatures, the overlooked, the
helpless nestlings that come here by the thousands. And, you know, she
really loved ducks and geese. You gotta have a big heart for that.
We miss you, Diane. Say hi to Dad for me, because we miss him, too.
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JOIN THE NEW RAPTOR TRUST LEGACY SOCIETY!
Whether it’s a cheerful chirp in the morning, a flicker of color overhead to brighten your day, or the sound of
wings beating against the wind on a still day—you’ve known the joy and inspiration of birds.
Just as the natural world has touched your life, you can create an enduring legacy of saving orphaned,
injured, and endangered wild birds by including The Raptor Trust in your will.
We’re pleased to announce The Legacy Society, a group of Raptor Trust supporters who have partnered
with us in a mission to conserve what makes our community so special-- and to create a brighter future for
avian wildlife.
As a member, you ensure that the life-saving services you help provide for wild birds now will be there for
them in years to come.

The Raptor Trust gratefully accepts legacy gifts of any size including:
• A gift from your will or trust
• IRA rollovers
• Donor-advised funds
• Appreciated stock or securities
• A dding The Raptor Trust as a beneficiary of your life insurance policy,
retirement plan, or assets
If you chose to include The Raptor Trust in your plans, please let us
know! We will be honored to thank you for your generosity, welcome
you to the Legacy Society, and share some of the benefits of being a
member. We will also respect all requests to remain anonymous.
For more information, please visit theraptortrust.org/legacy.
To request your copy of the Legacy Giving Guide, please contact
Ashlee Adams at (908) 647-1091 or aadams@theraptortrust.org.
The Raptor Trust
1390 White Bridge Road
Millington, NJ 07946
Tax ID: 22-242-0295

IT’S TIME TO GET YOUR
DUCKS IN A ROW.

THE RAPTOR TRUST
IS DEDICATED TO THE
FULFILLMENT OF THREE
PRIMARY MISSIONS:
1.	TO PROVIDE FREE CARE AND
ASSISTANCE TO INJURED, SICK, OR
ORPHANED NATIVE WILD BIRDS.
2.	TO EDUCATE PEOPLE ABOUT WILD
BIRDS, ESPECIALLY BIRDS OF PREY.
3.	TO PROVIDE A HUMANE EXAMPLE
FOR OTHERS.
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THE STAR OF THE ANNUAL REPORT:
LEAST BITTERN
And the photo of the year
award goes to our very own
Alyssa Rella, who captured
the perfect image of what it
means to be a Least Bittern.
In September last year, a NJ
Transit employee found this
oddball at the Hoboken rail
yard and brought it to The
Raptor Trust. The bird was
in perfectly good shape…
it was apparently just lost!
Least Bittern habitat is
freshwater marshes and
brackish swamps. It is very
secretive and lives most of
its life concealed in dense vegetation—not a bird we
see for rehab often.
True to form, once the bird arrived, it promptly hid
in the back of its cage and posed as a stick. After
two days of relaxing and eating fresh fish under
observation, it was successfully released in the Great
Swamp National Wildlife Refuge, where it proceeded
to hide in the tall grass...again by posing as a stick.

ABOUT THE COVER PHOTOGRAPHER
Alyssa Rella graduated
from the University of
Vermont in 2012 with
a Bachelor of Science
in Environmental
Studies. Her interest
in birds stems from
a summer internship
in the New Jersey
Meadowlands, where
she banded songbirds.
A later internship at
Great Swamp National
Wildlife Refuge brought her into The Raptor Trust
orbit, and into the lives of hundreds of future birds.
In 2015, Alyssa was brought on as a part of our
Education team. During her first years at TRT,
Alyssa fell in love with the hands-on care of birds
and transferred over to the infirmary full-time.
We’re incredibly fortunate to have her calm,
knowledgeable presence for the rehab birds—and
her excellent photos of this Least Bittern.
On her days off, Alyssa enjoys hiking, kayaking, going
to the beach and photography; she runs an online
photography shop at strixstudios.etsy.com.

RENOVATIONS CONTINUE!
The Raptor Trust has been updating, remodeling, renovating, and even replacing many of our outdoor enclosures
this year, and the work will continue for the foreseeable future. Here in the swamp, the weather and generally
wet year-round conditions take their toll on structures of any kind. The improvements underway now will make
our aviaries sturdy and strong for years to come, efficient for our staff to maintain, and safe for our resident and
rehab birds.
Two recent big projects have been completed: our Bald Eagle and Golden Eagle enclosures got face-lifts! Both
of these cages had some structural issues and needed some cosmetic improvements.
Thanks to our hard-working maintenance staff and of course YOU, our generous donors, these large display
enclosures are looking good: just like the eagles who live in them.
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The photos here show the immature Red-tailed Hawk admitted on Oct. 4. All primary and secondary wing feathers, and all tail feathers
completely scorched.

TOP STORY OF 2019: SCORCHED RED-TAILED HAWKS
In the first weeks of fall, two Red-tailed Hawks were admitted to the Raptor Trust with serious burns to their feet,
feathers, and bodies. If this sounds familiar to you, it’s because it has happened before. We have admitted an
unusual number of burned raptors in recent years, including Red-tails, Kestrels, Osprey.
Open landfill flares like the one at Keegan Landfill in Kearny, NJ, controlled by NJSEA, are extremely dangerous
to wildlife. The Keegan Landfill is particularly problematic, as it is located adjacent to the Meadowlands, through
which countless birds migrate each year. Birds flying over in search of their next meal, or just migrating through, are
completely unaware of the invisible gas flames, which are routinely burned at temperatures in the hundreds and
hundreds of degrees.
Admits 19-3335 and 19-3137 came to us in considerable distress, and though now stabilized, may take as long as 2
full years to regrow all the feathers they need to return to the wild. It is one of the longest possible recovery periods
of any patient we see.
The food, housing, and medical care these two Red-tailed Hawks receive during their stay will likely amount to
well over $15,000. If you’d like to help them, please donate today.
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REHABILITATION
REHABILITATION REPORT: WHAT YOU
HELPED US ACCOMPLISH IN 2019

2019 brought 450 raptors of
16 different species through
our doors:
Bald Eagle

4

Peregrine Falcon

22

Broad-winged Hawk

5

Cooper’s Hawk

61

Red-shouldered Hawk

7

Waterfowl seem to have been particularly hard hit. In 2018, for example, The
Raptor Trust admitted 318 Mallard Ducks, while in 2019 we admitted just 192.
That’s 126 fewer birds of just one species.

Red-tailed Hawk

156

Sharp-shinned Hawk

6

American Kestrel

49

Several other species that normally arrive by the dozens, or even hundreds,
seem to have fared poorly as well. Crows, Blue Jays, White-throated Sparrows
and some other common New Jersey birds were down as much as 50%. Raptors
overall were down 21%.

Merlin

3

Osprey

6

Barred Owl

11

Eastern Screech Owl

45

Great Horned Owl

21

Northern Saw-whet Owl

8

Black Vulture

23

Turkey Vulture

23

Photo credit: Nikki Nobles

In 2019, The Raptor Trust admitted 4,484 individual
birds of 156 different species. While that’s down a
bit from 2018, it’s still a lot of birds! Last spring was
particularly cold and wet; our observation is that
many species of birds were unsuccessful in breeding
due to the difficult conditions.

798 of the birds The Raptor Trust admitted were non-native or domesticated
species. While our mission directs us to care for native birds, we try to help find
homes for the exotic birds such as parakeets and domestic ducks.
The Raptor Trust released 1579 native birds back into the wild, and transferred 31
to other wildlife centers for care (most for eventual release). That’s approximately
50% of the native birds admitted going back into the wild where they belong!

Sadly, 17 of the birds we admitted had been shot, most of them raptors for whom there are federal and state
protections against hunting. We also admitted four raptors which had been burned by vents which produce flames
at landfills to remove methane and other gases. Ouch.
As usual, some of the most common native birds treated were the ones commonly found throughout the state:
American Robin: 551

Mourning Dove: 411

Mallard Duck: 192

Blue Jay: 178

Common Grackle: 167

Among the more unusual admits during 2019 included single birds representing the following species: Bufflehead,
Dickcissel, Razorbill, Clapper Rail, Northern Gannet, Red-breasted Nuthatch, and Rough-winged Swallow. All of
these unique birds were successfully treated and released!

BRAVEHEART IS SIGHTED!
In the summer of 2018, TRT admitted a juvenile Bald Eagle, rescued from
Monmouth Beach, NJ. The bird had suffered a fractured and displaced femur,
soft tissue infection around its eyes and beak, a puncture wound to its lower
mandible, feather lice, gastrointestinal parasites and various scrapes and bruises.
Two months of rehab later, the bird was released near Sandy Hook, NJ.
Nicknamed “Braveheart,” this eagle was featured in a story in our Annual report
last year. And...we bring news!
In Summer 2019, Braveheart, tagged with an alpha-numeric band for
identification, was spotted again by Richard Angelillo, who shared this photo with
us. Braveheart seemed to be thriving and doing well near Princeton, NJ. We hope
you’re as thrilled as we are to see the outcome of wildlife conservation at work.
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REHABILITATION
Each bird is given exactly what he
or she needs to get back to where it
belongs — which is the wild. Our staff
of rehab technicians, students, and
volunteers use species-specific diets,
keep them warm and dry, monitor
flight practice, and even sometimes
find foster parents, all while keeping
human interaction at minimum.
However, we could not do any of this
without the warmth and compassion
of bird rescuers all over New Jersey
and beyond! These special people
go out of their way to save another
life-- and entrust that life to our care.
So, whether you’re a wildlife agency,
a partnering organization, or an
individual who saw an animal in need
of help, thank you for taking action!
*While most came from NJ, some were
transferred here from other rehab centers,
some were brought in from neighboring
counties in NY and PA, and several hundred
were “unreported.” Sometimes birds get
dropped off in a hurry or after hours and we
don’t always get complete information.

HERE IS WHERE MOST OF THE 2019 ADMITS CAME FROM.*
WHERE DO THEY COME FROM?

County (NJ and NY)

Bird Count

From NJ: 3717

Essex

771

Out of State: 114

Bergen

570

Unreported County: 653

Morris

527

Total: 4484

Somerset

393

Union

351

Middlesex

270

Passaic

231

Hunterdon

162

Monmouth

151

Hudson

140

Warren

72

Ocean

35

Sussex

29

Mercer

6

Richmond

4

Atlantic

2

Manhattan

2

Cape May

1

SUPPLY AND DEMAND – OR HOW TO FEED 5,000 BIRDS
Among the many challenges of operating a large wildlife center is sourcing the
various foods we need to supply nutritious diets for more than 150 different species of
birds each year.
Bird seed for many species of songbirds is readily available, not particularly expensive
and easy for supporters to donate by dropping off a bag or two or via online ordering.
Fresh live fish for rehab herons, gannets and other water birds can be tricky to find, although local fishing bait shops
can usually meet the demand.
We use an incredible 600,000 - 700,000 insects per year (crickets, mealworms, wax worms, earthworms, and more)
but you might be surprised how many vendors there are for bugs!
Rodents, on the other hand, pose an increasingly problematic supply challenge. For many years we received
donations of rodents from various sources, primarily from breeding labs that supply rodents for medical research,
to pet stores and other places. One of those labs closed up shop a few years ago, and other suppliers have since
discontinued their donation programs. We lost our last big supplier of donated rodents in early 2019. Rodents
remain available from various retailers, but they are by far the single most expensive food item we use, and with 50
permanent resident raptors and over 400 other raptors in for rehabilitation each year, we will need to purchase tens
of thousands of dollars’ worth of food for them annually.
It’s a supply and budget challenge we will face going forward, and our staff at every level are working on improving
efficiency, finding the most affordable vendors, identifying new potential sources and working with partner
organizations, many of whom face similar challenges.
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REHABILITATION
ENDANGERED SPECIES
Every wildlife rehabilitator takes great pride in
releasing an animal back into the wild. That feeling is
especially powerful when it is an endangered species.
In 2019, The Raptor Trust took in 104 individual birds
of 10 different species currently on the endangered
and threatened species list maintained by the NJ
Department of Fish and Wildlife. The 10 species were:
Bald Eagle

Barred Owl

Peregrine Falcon

American Bittern

Red-shouldered Hawk

Black-crowned Night Heron

American Kestrel

Upland Sandpiper

Osprey

Black Skimmer

Photo credit: Alyssa Rella

New Jersey also maintains a list of Species of Special Concern; species whose populations and habitats warrant
special attention in order to keep them from becoming further threatened or endangered. 23 species of Special
Concern were treated here last year – more than ever before:
Broad-winged Hawk

Great Blue Heron

Veery

Nashville Warbler

Cooper’s Hawk

Common Nighthawk

Blue-headed Vireo

Northern Parula

Sharp-shinned Hawk

American Oystercatcher

Black-throated Blue Warbler

Worm-eating Warbler

Least Bittern

Common Tern

Black-throated Green Warbler

Whip-poor-will

Black-billed Cuckoo

Brown Thrasher

Blackburnian Warbler

Winter Wren

Least Flycatcher

Wood Thrush

Hooded Warbler

CURRENT PATIENT: 19-3878
CHRISTMAS RED-SHOULDER
On Christmas Day, 2019, a beautiful Red-shouldered Hawk was brought to us from
Piscataway Township, where he had collided with a window. Infirmary staff noted
that there were no obvious fractures, but the bird, an endangered species in NJ,
was subdued and in pain.
The hawk’s X-rays looked normal. Its impact injuries seemed to be treatable,
and so the bird was given anti-inflammatory and anti-fungal medication for the
wounds. However, no matter what the hawk was offered, it would not eat on its
own. Staff administered fluids and tube-fed the hawk a special formula made
specifically for carnivorous birds.
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On January 4, the bird was moved to an outside enclosure, in hopes that it would
eat on its own there. This strategy paid off and the hawk finally ate on its own! The
“Christmas Red-Shoulder” remains in our care for now and continues its recovery.
We remain cautiously optimistic that we’ll be able to return this endangered
species to the wild.

REHABILITATION
CASE STUDY: CANADA GOOSE RARITAN (19-91)
Admit Date: January 31, 2019
Reason for admit: Frozen into a pond
Release Date: March 7, 2019
Days in rehab: 35
Approx. cost of stay: $1,064

Summary: This goose was brought to The Raptor Trust by Animal Control
Solutions on January 31st, after it was found frozen into a pond. Through a joint
effort involving the Lambertville Fire Co., Animal Control Solutions, Raritan
Township PD, Raritan Township EMS, and the finder, the bird was successfully
removed from the ice. The Lambertville Fire Department suited up in their water
rescue equipment and ventured out on the ice to chisel the goose out. It was then
brought to The Raptor Trust where it was treated for emaciation and frostbite on
both wrists. We implemented our frostbite protocol, which involves Class 3 cold
laser therapy and applying ointment to the area daily. Thankfully, circulation to the
wrists was not compromised and the bird was able to make a complete recovery.
The goose was released on March 7th to the same area where it was rescued.
A big thanks to everyone involved in the rescue; we really appreciate you going
above and beyond, so this goose had a chance to return to the wild!

CASE STUDY: PINE WARBLER NESTLING (19-1509)
Admit Date: June 19, 2019
Reason for admit: Fell from nest
Release Date: July 24, 2019
Days in rehab: 35
Approx. cost of stay: $125

THE MYSTERY PINE WARBLER:
A FIRST FOR THE RAPTOR TRUST
Often when we receive baby birds they are so tiny that a 100%
accurate identification is almost impossible. This was the case with
one “mystery baby” we received this past summer. At only a few days
old, it was incredibly small and had almost no distinguishing marks on
it. Its small, pointed beak gave us an important clue. Birds with beaks shaped like this, orioles for example, feed on a
variety of foods including insects and fruits. We knew what to feed it, so it was given a nutritious diet of bugs, berries
and a high-protein nestling bird mix to round out its nutritional needs.
It continued to grow and retained the yellowish color and wing bars. As it was molting in its adult feathers it went
through an awkward phase where it had none on its head—poor thing. The wing bars it developed did not help us
narrow down very much what type of bird it was; there are lots of birds with two white wing bars. When its head
feathers molted in completely, we were finally able to make a positive ID: a Pine Warbler! We were excited to add a
new species to the list of birds we have cared for, and just as happy to release this healthy young warbler—a Pine
9
Warbler, to be exact—once it fledged.

REHABILITATION
CASE STUDY: FLEDGLING RAVEN (19-865)
Admit Date: May 25, 2019
Reason for admit: Caught in its nest
Release Date: June 6, 2019
Days in rehab: 12
Approx. cost of stay: $205

RAVEN RESCUE!
Over Memorial Day weekend, one of our infirmary staffers was called out to
Giralda Farms in Madison, NJ to help rescue a fledgling Raven, which was
caught in its nest. Unfortunately, the youngster’s parents had made a nest
using plastic baling twine. This happens often, as many species of birds use
whatever material is available for their nesting site.
With the assistance of St. Hubert’s Animal Welfare Center of Madison and the Madison Fire Department, the
youngster arrived safely at The Raptor Trust, where staff took X-rays to make sure there was no serious damage.
After just 11 days here in rehab, the bird was released back at Giralda Farms, and into the care of his eagerly
awaiting parents. When possible, we make an effort to release birds near the location where they were found. This
is even more important with birds known as corvids (ravens, crows, magpies and others), which often live in family
groups for many years.

CASE STUDY: NORTHERN CARDINAL FLEDGLING (19-2342)
Admit Date: July 18, 2019
Reason for admit: Orphaned
Release Date: October 12, 2019
Days in rehab: 87
Approx. cost of stay: $311

On a bright, sunny day during baby bird season 2019, Executive Director Chris
Soucy opened a text message from a rehab staffer with a photo of a Cardinal,
and it was...PINK!
When we posted photos of this interesting bird on our social media pages,
several people asked about its chances for survival in the wild. It’s a good
question. True albino animals may have some genetic weaknesses and
deficiencies. Both albino and leucistic animals may be more susceptible to
predation. Some may have difficulty finding mates.

In this photo, the pink Cardinal is
shown next to another Cardinal
which displays the typical color.
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But, while not common, we see leucistic (lack of pigmentation or reduced
coloring) animals regularly in our area, and can often identify the same
individual over time, sometimes for years. We know they can fare well. And
this Cardinal—our Cupcake—developed normally in every way except for
being cuter than usual. We could see no reason not to give this amazing
looking creature its chance in the wild. Farewell, Cupcake!

EDUCATION
THE SALMON EATING OWLS OF RUSSIA!
In November, we welcomed Dr. Jonathan Slaght as keynote speaker for the
2019 Len Soucy Memorial Lecture Series. Jonathan’s talk focused on his
research of the largest species of owl on earth: the mysterious Blakiston’s
Fish Owl.
These endangered birds struggle to survive in the harsh and forbidding
landscape of Eastern Russia, where Jonathan has spent more than twenty
years working with American and Russian colleagues to protect this species
from extinction. His book, Owls of the Eastern Ice: A Quest to Find and Save
the World’s Largest Owl, will be available at MacMillan Books in June.
Those guests who attended the sold-out lecture enjoyed some thrilling
footage of the dangerous aspects of wildlife research, such as late-night
monitoring missions, mad dashes across thawing rivers, and, in one instance,
nearly being knocked out of a tall tree by one of these enormous owls!
Thanks to Jonathan and to all who joined us for this fascinating presentation.

FEROCIOUS FLUFFS: GREAT HORNED OWL NESTLINGS
Some of the earliest arrivals at The Raptor Trust in the spring are Great
Horned Owl nestlings that have fallen from a poorly chosen nest site.
Great Horned Owls make excellent parents. They’re known for their
aggressive guardianship of their young…but not for their nest building skills!
This species appropriates old nests for their use, and many of them turn out
to be too unstable for nestlings.
These youngsters will spend the entire summer learning behaviors and
skills from their parents that are difficult to mimic in a rehabilitation center,
so we make every effort to return them to their parents as soon as possible.

TRT volunteer, Eddie Malok, climbs a ladder
to return this young owl to its parents.

It’s always better to have orphans raised by their own species, even if it’s
not their actual parent. That’s why we sometimes add a Great Horned Owl
orphan to a known nest that has two parents and only one or two chicks to
feed. We see great success with this practice, and orphans have the chance
to grow up wild, as they should.

HOW WE RE-NEST BABY BIRDS
1. Evaluate the nestling for injuries, such as
lacerations or fractures, which must be
treated before returning to the parents.
2. Visit sites to find signs that we’re in the right
place, check the stability of the nest, and
look for other nestlings and parent birds.
3. Return the nestling to the site or construct a
temporary nest.
4. Wait for the adults to return and ensure that
the nestling is being tended to.
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EDUCATION
EDUCATION DEPARTMENT
Our Education Department went through several changes in 2019. In
September our previous Director, Donna Pandolfino retired and Shari Stern,
who has been an educator here at The Trust since 2014 stepped into the
role. Shari has a passion for teaching students about birds and we are
excited to see what she brings to this position!
The education department also welcomed a new staff member in 2019,
Heather Natola. Heather gained experience working with raptors as
volunteer at Wild Wings Inc. in New York while obtaining her Ph.D. in
Neuroscience at the University of Rochester. Heather joined our team late
in 2019 after moving to New Jersey and has taken on the roles of educator
and volunteer coordinator!
Shari and Heather have been hatching up all kinds of fun new programs
such as a weekend trivia series for adults, private tour talks for families,
and interactive programs for toddlers and young children. Check our
website often to register for new programs and events each month!

WHAT YOU CAN DO TO HELP PREVENT INJURIES TO WILD BIRDS
Each year, we see hundreds of injuries to wild birds, many of which could have been prevented. Visitors to The
Raptor Trust—quite possibly your child or grandchild who attended an education program—often ask what they
can do to help. Here are some small, but impactful ways that you can help save lives.

KEEP YOUR DOMESTIC CAT INDOORS.
Every year in the United States alone, cats kill over 2.4 billion birds. That’s billion, with a “B.” Keeping your cat
indoors isn’t just better for birds, it’s better for all species, and safer for your cat.

USE WINDOW DECALS TO PREVENT GLASS STRIKES.
Over a billion birds each year die from glass strikes in the US. A small
change, like inexpensive window decals in your home or office can make a
big difference.

USE FEWER PESTICIDES & PLANT NATIVE PLANTS.
Chemical lawn care takes away the food and nesting materials that birds
need to survive, and causes sickness and death. You can grow native
plants that help feed birds, butterflies, and many other species.

HELP CLEAR YOUR LOCAL WATERWAYS.
Discarded fishing line and tackle causes heartbreaking consequences
for the bird who thinks it could be food or nest-building material. We see
dozens of raptors and waterfowl with hook and line injuries every season
of the year.

GET INVOLVED WITH LOCAL GROUPS.
Fishing line wrapped around a Great
Horned Owl’s foot
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As our state becomes increasingly developed, bird populations, left with
no safe place to live, suffer great losses. Responsible land development
and preservation groups do a great deal of good for their communities
and wildlife.

NEWS AND UPDATES
GENEROUS FRIENDS FUND A NEW TRT GIFT SHOP!
“Knowing Wendy was a privilege for us
and for many others. We appreciate this
opportunity to honor her inspiring legacy
through funding the new Book Store and
Gift Shop and to express our gratitude to
Len, Diane and Chris Soucy.”
-Richard Allgaier and Janice Coleman

BIRDS, BOOKS AND WENDY SHADWELL
In 2009, a bequest from the Estate of Wendy Joan Shadwell helped us bring to life one of the most popular
attractions here at The Raptor Trust: our gift shop and bookstore. While we had previously had items for sale—
t-shirts, stuffed animals, posters—the bequest from Wendy gave the gift shop a vision, a name and a patron.
Years later, that old building has come to the end of its useful lifespan, and this spring we embarked on a renovation
and restoration which will modernize and re-energize not just our gift shop, but also our connection to Wendy,
thanks to her friends Richard Allgaier and Janice Coleman.
These three friends—Wendy, Janice and Richard—all came from various backgrounds, though they came together
around a love of books, knowledge and wildlife. While all working in New York during the 1960’s and 1970’s, they
would spend time watching animals, especially birds, in Central Park.
Their connection to The Raptor Trust began in earnest when Richard purchased a weekend home in nearby
Watchung. Weekend visits to New Jersey often brought them to The Great Swamp, and to The Raptor Trust, where
they became good friends with The Raptor Trust founders, Len and Diane Soucy. The Soucy’s gave Richard a
framed photo of The Raptor Trust’s resident Peregrine Falcon, Georgette, which still hangs on the wall in Richard’s
retirement home.
After Wendy passed in 2007, we became aware of the bequest that she made to The Raptor Trust, earmarked
for use in the gift shop. She wanted us to include as many books as possible—children’s books, books for adults,
field guides for all ages, and more. And she wanted her bequest to help stock the gift shop with meaningful and
affordable souvenirs for everyone. And thus, our little t-shirt shop became the Wendy Joan Shadwell Book Store
and Gift Shop.
When we began making plans to renovate the book shop in early 2019, we reached out to Richard and Janice to
inform them of our plans, and to let them know that our plaque honoring their lifelong friend, Wendy Shadwell,
would be placed on the new gift shop upon its completion. To everyone’s delight, Richard and Janice offered to
fund the renovation in Wendy’s memory, ensuring that another generation of books and souvenirs will be available
to Raptor Trust visitors.
The Raptor Trust has been enriched by the friendship and support of these three lifelong friends, whose generosity
and collective love of wildlife has made so much possible. Thank you, Wendy, Janice and Richard, not only for
making this wonderful new gift shop possible, but also for continuing to make our community a better place.
Please keep an eye on our website and social media pages for the grand re-opening announcement of our
Wendy Shadwell Book Store and Gift Shop late this spring!
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NEWS AND UPDATES
FROM THE PRESIDENT OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES
WILLIAM F. CONGER
Diane Soucy’s passing marks the end of a 52-year odyssey by Len & Diane
that began in 1968 and would germinate not only into The Raptor Trust, but all
that has resulted from their work for the betterment of our corner of the world.
I don’t think Diane could have been happier than to see her son making a midlife career change from professional musician to Director of The Raptor Trust
(not that there’s anything wrong with being a professional guitar player!). In
any case, this Board, Chris and the Staff have spent a lot of time thinking and
talking about the future within the framework Len & Diane laid out.
One of our biggest long-term concerns is capacity. We’ve made a
concentrated effort to educate people calling in with baby birds to ensure
that healthy birds remain with their parents. Chris tells me that this seemingly
simple idea, made by a staff member, has resulted in a decline of our most
labor-intensive patients when we need it most. Well done, everyone!
So, what’s on the horizon? We are upgrading the facilities; many cages were
built by Len thirty plus years ago and are showing their age. And, to honor
both Len and Diane, we will use their Memorial Fund to expand our education
programming. This will allow The Raptor Trust to reach a larger, more diverse
audience—regardless of budget constraints on school districts. There’s lots to
do and, with your wonderful support, we are up to the task.

2019 FINANCE REPORT

The Raptor Trust receives no funding
from federal, state or local governments
and therefore, we rely solely on the
generosity of individuals, foundations and
corporations. We continue to make much
needed repairs to our campus and could
not provide such an excellent level of care
to our avian friends without your support!
The following is an overview of our
income and expenses for the past year:

2019 INCOME
Education Programs & Events
3%
Sales &
Investments
16%

Donations
81%

CHRIS SOUCY HONORED BY BERGEN
COUNTY AUDUBON
In September, at the Meadowlands Birding Festival,
The Raptor Trust’s own Executive Director, Chris
Soucy, received a special award from Bergen County
Audubon Society: the first-ever Frank M. Chapman
Award.

2019 EXPENSES

This award recognizes The Raptor Trust’s commitment
to the conservation, protection, and preservation of
avian wildlife. Frank M. Chapman, a native of Teaneck, was a well-known
ornithologist at the Museum of Natural History in New York and is credited
with coming up with the idea for the annual Audubon Christmas Bird Count.
As many of you know, Chris joined us in 2014 as a second-generation
Raptor Trust director. His parents, Len and Diane Soucy, began caring for
injured birds in the late 1960’s on the property which has now become The
Raptor Trust: a rehabilitation center for thousands of orphaned, injured, and
endangered wild birds. This place was Chris’ childhood backyard, and he
calls many of our supporters old family friends.
Len amassed countless awards for his work in conservation and Diane,
too, was recently honored with The Conserve Wildlife Foundation of New
Jersey’s Women & Wildlife Legacy Award. And now, for his important and
near-lifelong work with avian wildlife, Chris has been recognized for his vital
part in the “family business.” Congratulations and lead on, Chris!
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Education Programs
6%

Campus &
Facilities
Maintenance
21%
Administrative
Costs, includes
depreciation
30%

Infirmary &
Medical Costs
43%

NEWS AND UPDATES
In 2019, I joined The Raptor Trust family as the volunteer
coordinator and educator. Shari Stern bestowed upon me a
fantastic crew of volunteers who have done amazing work
caring for the thousands of birds that were admitted last
year. To list everything our volunteers have done to help
not only the birds, but the Trust’s staff would take pages, so
I will leave it with a simple “Thank You.”
This year we had 58 returning volunteers, and 49 new ones,
for a combined total of 107 volunteers, and more than
8000 hours of work! Here’s a list of the amazing folks who
donated at least 12 hours of their time in 2019. We could
not have done this without you!
—Heather Natola, PhD

OUR WONDERFUL 2019 VOLUNTEERS
Adayla Michalowicz
Alice Fernandes
Alisha "Griff" Griffin
Amanda Stanley
Amy Thornton
Andrew McAdam
Anne Norwood
Artemisia Leo
Ashley Cohen
Ashley Donato
Avery Fessler
Barbara Feno
Barbara Franko
Benjamin Miller
Bob Gray
Brendan Quinn
Briana Beam
Candace Kharitonov
Caroline Fernandes
Caroline Ford
Carolyn Doyle
Chaz Clarke
Chris Springle
Claire Traynor
Daniel Calligaro
Daniel Cron
Daniel Keller

Danielle DiNome
David Couto
Dennis Daly
Doris Stoner
Dylan O'Malley
Emily Rickershauser
Emma Hou
Erin Harris
Gabriele Schmitt
Genie Sisti
Glisban Machado
Hailey Adelsohn
Hank Fandel
Harry Franz
Heather Dobosz
Jack Callahan
Jack Santoro
Janet Cicariello-Cook
Janine Perry
Jason Rudin
Jenna Royal
Jenna Zimmerman
Jennifer Books
Jennifer Linden
Jennifer Romanek
Jennifer Stollery
Jess Pearlstein

Joan Hoeckele
John Roepke
Judy Books
Julia Riley
Kaitlin Muccio
Karen MacNaul
Kelsey Langenfeld
Kimberly Shoback
Kyler Rudin
Lauren Belsky
Lin Chu
Lindsay McNamara
Lindsay Pressman
Lisa Burghart
Lisa Huguenin
Magali Romero
Margaret Blewett
Marguerite Van Wowk
Marion Ceruzzi
Marion Philips
Marisa Wilson
Mary Humphries
Matt McAdam
Melanie Krebner
Michael Portela
Mitchell Callahan
Mobin Ahmad

Moira Brennan
Monica "Moni" Wolf
Nancy Huffman
Nancy Sapanara
Nikki Miller
Nina Pilitowski
Nita Blatt
Paul Coyne
Peggy Lefkin
Pierce Chan
Rachael Sitzer
Raziya Waxid
Richard D'Orazio
Rowan Baxter-Green
Samantha Russo
Sarah Crosby
Stacey Volanto
Stephen Gruber
Susan Browne
Susan Lazzari
Thomas Coates
Tiffany Pilitowski
Trish Gradley
Wendy/Wren Davis
William McCauley
Zachary Rittner

THANK YOU TO ALL OF OUR SUPPORTERS,
WHO MAKE THIS IMPORTANT WORK POSSIBLE.
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1390 White Bridge Road
Millington, NJ 07946

2020 RAPTOR TRUST EVENT CALENDAR

ROCK OUT WITH

THE RAPTOR TRUST
BENEFIT CONCERT & AUCTION

SUNDAY

MAY 17, 2020
2-7 PM
THE STIRLING HOTEL
227 MAIN AVE
STIRLING, NJ 07980

WITH LIVE MUSIC FROM
ROSS GRISWOLD AND
THE SECOND LINE
AND SPECIAL GUESTS
FEATURING BOOTHS FROM OUR COMMUNITY PARTNERS
AND LOCAL ENVIRONMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS

LIVE RAPTORS ON DISPLAY WITH TRT EDUCATION STAFF
COMMUNITY PARTNER TABLETOPS AND ACTIVITIES

2-6 PM

SILENT AUCTION

4-7 PM

LIVE MUSIC

LIVE BIRDS

ALL PROCEEDS BENEFIT
SUGGESTED DONATION $5

SILENT AUCTION

50/50 RAFFLE
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FAMILY GAMES & ACTIVITIES

FS

Join us in the Education center on
Saturday April 25th as we celebrate
Earth Day and welcome the first signs
of spring. Crafts, games, interactive
exhibits, and a reverse donation drive
are all part of the fun.

MAY THROUGH AUGUST
Sign up for a Tour Talk or visit our
education center on select weekends
throughout the summer. Check our
website and Facebook page weekly
for updates and special events.

SEPTEMBER Hawks, Eagles &
Falcons: Oh My!

THE RACCOON RIDGE RAMBLERS

2-4 PM

APRIL Earth Day Celebration

Join us for an educational program
about these amazing diurnal (active
chiefly in the daytime) raptors and
their fascinating adaptations. We’ll
discuss some inspiring success
stories and explore some current
threats to NJ’s wild birds. You will
also be introduced to one of our
permanent resident diurnal raptors!

CONNECT WITH US!

www.TheRaptorTrust.org

OCTOBER Committed shutterbugs can
sign up for our Focus on Raptors
Fall Photo Event, an opportunity
to take close-range portraits of our
educational raptors perched in an
outdoor setting. We welcome families
to our Not so Scary Scavengers
and Owl-O-Ween programs in late
October. We’ll share stories from
around the world and uncover how
vultures and owls are more favorable
than frightening.

NOVEMBER Owls in the House

Learn about New Jersey’s nighttime
birds and meet a live owl. Buy a kit
or a complete owl house for your
own backyard in our most popular
program ever.

DECEMBER Frosty Feathers

Families with kids ages 3-8 are invited
to huddle into our heated classroom
for a warm cup of cider and a fun
filled program on the fashionable fluff
that birds use to keep out the cold.

TheRaptorTrust

TheRaptorTrust

